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Experiments find coherent information transfer through biological groups on length and time
scales distinctly below those on which asymptotically correct hydrodynamic theories apply. We
present here a new continuum theory of collective motion coupling the velocity and density fields of
Toner and Tu to the inertial spin field recently introduced to describe information propagation in
natural flocks of birds. The long-wavelength limit of the new equations reproduces Toner-Tu theory,
while at shorter wavelengths (or, equivalently, smaller damping), spin fluctuations dominate over
density fluctuations and second sound propagation of the kind observed in real flocks emerges. We
study the dispersion relation of the new theory and find that when the speed of second sound is
large a gap in momentum space sharply separates first from second sound modes. This gap implies
the existence of silent flocks, namely of medium-sized systems across which information cannot
propagate in a linear and underdamped way, either under the form of orientational fluctuations, or
under that of density fluctuations, making it hard for the group to achieve coordination.

Models of self-propelled particles, where dynamical
equations for the individual velocities and positions are
specified for each particle [1–4], offer a microscopic de-
scription of a variety of active matter systems [5, 6], from
granular materials [7], to bacterial colonies [8] and animal
groups [9]. By coarse-graining the microscopic models
[10, 11], it is possible to derive the hydrodynamic equa-
tions describing the dynamics of the velocity and density
fields at large scales of length and time [12–17]. The
minimal model of collective motion is the Vicsek model
[1]; its continuous formulation has been provided by the
elegant hydrodynamic theory of Toner and Tu [12].

The power of the hydrodynamic approach lies in the
unambiguous choice of variables – only those whose
timescale diverges in the limit of infinite system size and
wavenumber k → 0. Once these hydrodynamic variables,
determined by conservation laws and broken symmetries,
are identified, the theory is independent of the details of
the microscopic dynamics. Natural systems, however, are
often far from such limits and exhibit collective phenom-
ena over intermediate scales. A notable case is that of
bird flocks, which perform collective turns on so short a
time scale that mutual positions remain almost the same
and the coupling between density and velocity fluctua-
tions is weak [18]. To make a comparison with data it is
essential not to restrict to the k → 0 limit. This forces
us to give up universality and to resort to experimental
data in order to decide what is relevant and what is not
in a finite-size theory of collective motion. The scales in-
volved still contain a large number of birds, though, so a
coarse-grained approach remains appropriate.

It has been experimentally found in [18] that in order to
describe information transfer through natural (and thus
finite) flocks of birds, it is crucial to take into account
inertial effects. In particular, it is necessary to associate
to the velocity a new quasi-conserved variable, the spin
[18]. The spin is the generalized momentum generating
the local rotations of the velocity field. Spin fluctuations
transport across the flock the orientational information
responsible for the turn. The spin has an associated in-
ertia, which is formally to the spin what standard mass
is to linear momentum.

The Inertial Spin Model (ISM - [19]) couples the dy-
namics of the velocity to that of the spin. At very large
scales (or, equivalently, for very large damping), the iner-
tial effects in the ISM are irrelevant, but over finite scales
they become essential. The nature of this crossover is not
known, though, because the ISM has been analytically
studied only in the short time limit of negligible density
fluctuations [19]. Here we address this point by introduc-
ing a new set of continuous equations corresponding to
the dynamical field description of the ISM. As expected,
for k → 0 the new field equations reproduce Toner and
Tu’s theory [12]. However, for nonzero k, and therefore
finite length and time scales, we find a new and rich phe-
nomenology. The most surprising result is the emergence
of a range of wavenumbers over which no mode is prop-
agative, showing that propagation phenomena in flocks
are possible only in certain size regimes.

Before we proceed a remark is in order. We will con-
sider the hydrodynamic consequences of a minimal modi-
fication of Toner-Tu’s theory [12], in which a variable that
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is not formally slow but is quasi-conserved (the spin) is
promoted to the status of a true slow variable. Of course,
more intricate models can be proposed for bird flocks.
Those that introduce rule changes on a local scale will
not alter the qualitative long-wavelength physics; on the
other hand, theories involving long-range couplings, like
the marginal opacity idea of [20], or introducing an ad-
ditional continuous broken symmetry, such as the lattice
formation of [21](see also [22]), can do so. We finally no-
tice that the additional variable used in the anticipation
dynamics of [23] is akin to our spin.

We aim to write the hydrodynamic theory correspond-
ing to the microscopic Inertial Spin Model (ISM) intro-
duced in [19]. To do this we follow the Ginzburg-Landau
approach used by Toner-Tu (TT) in [12], namely we iden-
tify the underlying symmetries and crucial couplings of
the microscopic model, and build the minimal continu-
ous theory compatible with those. It has been shown in
[19] that the spin-overdamped limit of the ISM coincides
with the Vicsek model [25]. Because the Vicsek model is
for TT hydrodynamic theory what the ISM is for the new
theory, we ask that the spin-overdamped limit of our new
equations must be equal to TT. Using these guidelines,
we propose the following dynamical field theory,

Dtv =
1

χ
s× v −∇P − δV

δv
, (1a)

Dts =
J
v20

v ×∇2v − η

χ
s , (1b)

∂tρ = −∇ · (ρv) . (1c)

Some of the terms in (1) are the same as in TT [12, 26]:
v and ρ are the velocity and density fields; the material
derivative is defined as Dt = ∂t + λv · ∇, where λ breaks
the Galilean invariance (we could allow for different λ in
the v and s equations); the pressure P (ρ) is a function
of the density; and the confining potential is, V (v) =∫
d3r [−α/2 v2 + β/2 (v · v)2], with α/β = v20 . The novel

ingredients coming from the ISM are the spin field, s,
its associated inertia, χ, and the spin-velocity coupling,
s×v. This cross product indicates that s is the generator
of the rotations of v, as well as of any other field f . This
property is expressed by the Poisson bracket,

{s, f} =
df

dϕ
, (2)

where s = |s| and ϕ is the phase parametrizing rotations
in the plane orthogonal to s [19]. Equation (1b) is the
core of the new theory, as it reinstates inertial effects:
the alignment force, J ∇2v, acts now on, ṡ, rather than
on v̇, as in Toner-Tu theory (J is the alignment coupling
[30]). The damping term, −η s, guarantees that in ab-
sence of forces the spin relaxes to zero. Note the precise
formal resemblance of (1) to the coupled dynamics of the
direct and staggered magnetizations in the Heisenberg
antiferromagnet [27, 28] and to the rotor hydrodynamics
[29]. Finally, for simplicity we have disregarded diffusion
terms of the form ∂tf = Γ∇2f , as their effect on the

dispersion relation of the linearized theory amounts to a
renormalization of the parameters (these terms may have
an impact, though, at the nonlinear level).

An explicit coarse-graining path from the microscopic
ISM to the hydrodynamic equations has been adopted in
[24]. Such route requires an approximated closure scheme
and possibly for this reasons the equations of [24] as de-
rived from microscopics lack some of the terms that we
obtain here on the basis of symmetries; in particular, the
term v × ∇2v, which, as we shall see, is crucial for the
propagating spin waves, is not microscopically derived in
[24], although it is present in its numerics. We also note
that [24], rather than focusing on the dispersion relation
as we do here, investigates the possible mechanisms for
instabilities when the spin inertia is increased.

As usual with viscous dynamics, when the dissipation
η is very high compared to the inertia χ, momentum
becomes irrelevant and one obtains the overdamped limit
[31]. To study this case one must rescale the time, t →
η−1t (and all other dimensional quantities accordingly
[32]), and take the limit χ/η2 → 0. When this is done,
the spin s can be eliminated, giving

Dtv = J ∇2v −∇P − δV

δv
, (3a)

∂tρ = −∇ · (ρv) . (3b)

Equations (3) are the same as TT equations [12, 14] in
their simplest form, with J playing the role of the kine-
matic viscosity or stiffness, depending on whether one
views v as a velocity or an orientation [16]. Hence, the
spin-overdamped limit of our new field equations gives
TT theory, consistently with the fact that, in the same
limit, the ISM is identical to the Vicsek model [19].

To check for propagating modes, we study the linear
expansion of equations (1) in the broken symmetry phase
and in the limit of low noise, i.e., high polarization. We
consider fluctuations around the equilibrium values of v,
ρ, and P : v = v0ň + δv, ρ = ρ0 + δρ, and P = P0 + σδρ
where σ = ∂ρP (ρ = ρ0). Apart from factors of density, σ
thus acts as a bulk modulus (see also [16]). We perform
a Galilean transformation to a frame where the average
velocity is zero. Since λ is known to be close to 1 [14],
we neglect terms proportional to λ−1. We introduce the
projections of δv in the directions parallel and perpen-
dicular to the direction of motion ň: δv‖ = (ň · δv)ň;
δv⊥ = δv− δv‖. As in any phase with a broken continu-
ous symmetry [29], the longitudinal fluctuations δv‖ will
relax rapidly compared to the Nambu-Goldstone mode
δv⊥ because the potential V in (1) is flat in the trans-
verse direction. We therefore neglect δv‖. Finally, we
study the equations in the planar case, in which δv‖,
δv⊥ and s are scalars (this case does not have any quali-
tative difference with that of a fully 3d order parameter -
see [19]). The linear expansion of equations (1) becomes
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[32]

∂tδv⊥ =
v0
χ
s− σ∂⊥δρ, (4a)

∂ts =
J
v0
∇2δv⊥ −

η

χ
s, (4b)

∂tδρ = −ρ0∂⊥δv⊥, (4c)

where ∇2 = ∂2‖ + ∂2⊥. Before studying the existence of

propagating modes in (4), we consider two limiting cases.
The TT limit of overdamping of the spin, χ/η2 → 0,

for equations (4) gives

∂tδv⊥ = J ∇2δv⊥ − σ∂⊥δρ, (5a)

∂tδρ = −ρ0∂⊥δv⊥. (5b)

We work in polar coordinates in momentum space: θ
is the angle between k and the direction of motion of
the flock (or longitudinal direction): k‖ = k cos θ, k⊥ =

k sin θ. Introducing the speed of first sound, c21 ≡ ρ0σ,
and the damping time, τ1 ≡ 2/k2J , the frequencies are
given by

ω± = −i/τ1± c1k
√

sin2 θ − k2/k21 ; k1 ≡ c1τ1k2 , (6)

which is the dispersion relation of Toner-Tu [15]. Propa-
gating modes require a nonzero real part of the frequency,
which only happens for k < k1|sin θ|. This has two impli-
cations: i) first sound displays anisotropic propagation (θ
dependence); ii) first sound is overdamped at short wave-
lengths (large k). Note that, as in standard fluids, first
sound is carried by density fluctuations; however, unlike
in standard fluids, it is a consequence of broken symme-
try, not of momentum conservation [15, 16].

On the other hand, taking σ → 0 in (4), the spin de-
couples from the density, giving

∂tδv⊥ =
v0
χ
s , (7a)

∂ts =
J
v0
∇2δv⊥ − η0s , (7b)

where η0 ≡ η/χ is the reduced viscosity. Introducing the
speed of second sound, c22 ≡ J /χ, and the damping time,
τ2 ≡ 2/η0, the frequencies can be written as

ω± = −i/τ2 ± c2k
√

1− k22/k2 ; k2 ≡ 1/c2τ2 . (8)

This dispersion relation has been obtained in [18] and
[19] under the approximation that the time scale of col-
lective turns is so short that the network is almost fixed,
so that density fluctuations and other network distor-
tions [21, 22] can be neglected. Unlike the first sound
mode of TT, which travels over density fluctuations, the
mode in (8) describes a density-independent spin-wave,
that is a propagating disturbance purely of the orien-
tations; this mode would propagate also on a fixed lat-
tice, with zero density fluctuations. In analogy with the

k̃‖

k̃⊥

sin θ = ε/εc

θ

k̃‖

k̃⊥

1

2ε

1

2ε

second sd

first sd.

FIG. 1. Left: Small speed ratio, ε < εc. In the overdamped
– nonpropagating – zone (blue) we have Re ω̃ = 0, while in
the propagating zone (white) Re ω̃ 6= 0. The dotted lines
indicate two paths along which k may be changed. The
lower path, characterized by sin θ < ε/εc, crosses the non-
propagating region, giving rise to a gap (Fig.2, top, red line).
The overdamped region just touches the dashed lines mark-
ing sin θ = ε/εc. Right: Large speed ratio, ε > εc. The two
propagating zones , Re ω̃ 6= 0, are now completely separated
by an overdamped ring (blue). Any path in momentum space
connecting the region of first sound propagation (yellow) with
that of second sound propagation (white) must cross the over-
damped ring, giving rise to a gap between first and second
sound (Fig.2, bottom).

spin-wave theory of superfluidity [27], we call this mode
‘second sound’ [18]. There are two fundamental differ-
ences between second sound (8) and first sound (6): i)
the dispersion relation for second sound is isotropic, in
particular, second sound can propagate also in the paral-
lel direction, whereas first sound cannot; ii) ω has a real
part only for k > k2, hence second sound is overdamped
at long wavelengths (small k).

To understand the crossover between first and second
sound we must study the full linearized equations (4).
We have three fields (velocity, spin and density), and
therefore three frequency modes, given by the solutions
of the following dispersion relation [32],

ω3 + iη0ω
2 − (c21k

2
⊥ + c22k

2)ω − iη0c21k2⊥ = 0 . (9)

It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless frequency,
ω̃ ≡ ω/η0, and the dimensionless momentum, k̃ ≡
c1k/η0. Once this is done, we find that the dispersion
relation only depends on one key parameter, ε ≡ c2/c1,

ω̃3 + iω̃2 − k̃2(sin2 θ + ε2) ω̃ − ik̃2 sin2 θ = 0 . (10)

The parameter ε is the second-to-first sound speed ratio;
much of the propagation properties of the new theory
depend on ε, namely on how fast is second sound com-
pared to first. Hence, the balance between the efficien-
cies in transporting orientational vs. density information
across the flock rules the dispersion relation. After a lit-
tle algebra [32], one finds that there is a critical value of

the speed ratio, εc =
√

8, separating two very different
regimes.
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FIG. 2. Top: Small speed ratio, ε < εc. Real part of the fre-
quency vs. |k̃| along two different directions (dotted lines of
Fig.1, left). For sin θ > ε/εc (blue) there is no gap and a prop-
agating mode exists at all wavelengths. On the other hand,
for sin θ < ε/εc (red) an overdamped gap emerges, separating

first sound - low k̃ - from second sound - large k̃. Bottom:
Large speed ratio, ε > εc. Real part of the frequency vs. |k̃|
at one given value of θ (dotted line in Fig.1, right). A non-
propagating gap between first and second sound is found at
any θ. For θ = 0 the gap extends down to k = 0. The
lower band edge of second sound occurs at k̃ ∼ 1/2ε, that is
k = η0/2c2 = k2, consistent with the second sound limit (8).

We first analyze the small speed ratio regime, ε < εc.
When second sound speed is not too large compared to
first sound, we have the situation depicted in Fig.1: there
is a region along the longitudinal momentum axis where
the real part of the frequency is zero for all modes, so
that no propagation can take place. In the rest of the
k plane two modes (out of three) have Reω(k) 6= 0, so
that propagation occurs. Let us fix a direction θ of the
wave vector k and follow a path by increasing the mod-
ulus k. If θ is large enough (sin θ > ε/εc), the real part
of ω(k) is always nonzero, so that there is propagation
at all wavelengths (Fig.2). On the other hand, if θ is
small (sin θ < ε/εc) the path crosses the overdamped re-
gion, and a gap emerges: the propagating regimes for
small and large k are separated from each other by a
nonpropagating region at intermediate k (Fig.2). This
gap separates the first sound region at low k, from the
second sound region at large k (see [32] for the k → 0 vs
k → ∞ exact solutions). For large θ there is hybridiza-
tion of first and second sound and the crossover from one
mode to the other is smooth.

Let us now turn to the large speed ratio regime, ε > εc.
When ε increases the nonpropagating region grows in

size: the tips of the left and right wedges approach and
eventually touch each other for ε = εc, sealing the first
sound pocket at small k. For ε > εc, the situation is
the one shown in Fig.3: the two propagating regions are
now completely disconnected. This means that when we
plot the real part of the frequency as a function of k, we
are bound to find a nonpropagating gap between first and
second sound, no matter what is the path we follow in mo-
mentum space (Fig.4). When the second sound speed c2
is much larger than the first sound speed c1 (ε > εc), spin
fluctuations propagate much faster than density fluctua-
tions. Hence, in the ε > εc regime the turning informa-
tion propagates on a much shorter timescale than density
fluctuations and assuming a fixed network during spin
propagation is justified. This is the physical meaning of
the separation between first and second sound for ε > εc
and the reason why experimental data on turning flocks
are in agreement with the fixed network approximation
of [18].

In a system of finite size L, a nonzero real part of the
asymptotic small-k frequency is not enough to grant in-
formation transfer. Modes are damped with a character-
istic time τ(k) = 1/Imω(k) and cross-system propaga-
tion only occurs when the distance traveled by the signal
before damping is larger than L. By dimensional anal-
ysis, this distance is c1τ1 ∼ k1/k

2 for first sound, that
is for density fluctuations; and c2τ2 ∼ 1/k2 for second
sound, that is for directional information (eqs. (6)-(8)).
Moreover, the maximum wavelength traveling through
the system cannot exceed its size. These two conditions
give

1/k < L < k1/k
2 ; 1/k < L < 1/k2 , (11)

for first and second sound, respectively. By collapsing the
two sides of each inequality, we obtain that cross-system
propagation can only occur if L > 1/k1 for first sound,
and if L < 1/k2 for second sound. Therefore, if there is
a gap in momentum space, namely if k1 < k2, we obtain
a corresponding gap in L for 1/k1 < L < 1/k2. We con-
clude that there is a regime of medium sized flocks that
are ‘silent’: no propagative signal can cross the system at
any wavelength; in silent flocks neither directional, nor
density disturbances can propagate in a wave-like man-
ner - namely, linearly and weakly damped. Using the full
dispersion relation, and therefore the true phase velocity
c(k) and damping time τ(k), does not change qualita-
tively the dimensional argument [32]. In fact, it is pos-
sible to show that the gap in L appears even before the
gap in k, in the region where Re ω(k) has a minimum.

Second sound is essential to transfer directional infor-
mation across natural flocks [18]. The fact that second
sound is damped in large systems may be responsible for
an upper cutoff in the size of flocks performing collec-
tive turns. Very large flocks exist, but they may have
troubles to collectively change direction of motion. Even
though we have no data on huge flocks, i.e. of the order
104 individuals or larger, our anecdotal experience in the
field agrees with this conclusion. More speculatively, a
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silent regime at intermediate sizes, where no information
what-so-ever can propagate (not spin, nor density fluctu-
ations), might render such flocks unviable, suggesting a
new reason why size control might be an important con-
sideration in the evolution of biological groups. Unlike
previous theoretical predictions only detectable in the
hydrodynamic limit, our results are valid even at small-
moderate scales: a broad range of parameters exists for
which a flock could be smaller than the scale above which
first sound is propagative, and yet too large for second

sound to make it across the whole system. Flocks in this
size range thus lack a clean, system-spanning signaling
mechanism.
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